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In the period between the end of the 16th and 17th century, which is covered in this report,  

Vietnam was known as Dai Viet, and the Emperor of the Le dynasty resided in Hanoi. However, the 

Emperor did not have any real power, and the actual power was held by the Trinh lords in northern 

Vietnam and the Nguyen lords in central and southern Vietnam, while Le served as Emperor in 

name only. Both families referred externally to their country as Annam, and the Japanese exchanged 

documents and conducted trade with both.

In these documents, there are numerous Kao（花押）stamps with unusual shapes. Even among 

the  countries that used Chinese characters, these shapes draw particular attention. In a manuscript 

previously published by the author, each document sent from Annam was classified, and the style was 

stated. In this paper, the author would like to clarify the background of establishing this document 

style. To that end, from among the diplomacy documents, the analytical target of this paper will 

be the 30 diplomatic messages sent by the head of state that were used in exchanges between the 

countries. Through their analysis, an attempt will be made to position the Annam documents within 

the documentary system of the countries using Chinese characters in and around East Asia. 

The 30 diplomatic messages sent by the head of the state can be divided into those that were sent 

by Trinh and those that were sent by Nguyen. Furthermore, by organizing the relationship between 

the sender and the receiver, they are divided into five categories, namely, a） from King to King, b） 

from King to vassal, c） from  vassal to King, d） from vassal to vassal, and E） from King to country. A 

detailed commentary and study of these documents will be included. 

In conclusion, the Annam documents were diplomacy documents that were circulated in east 

Asia in the prescribed form, and many of them were in the documentary style that was frequently 

used in East Asia, wherein “Sho” （書） is written in large lettering at the top of the rear side. Based on 

the Kao stamps with unusual shapes, these Annam diplomatic messages may at  first appear to have 

an unusual style. However, they likely fit into the general framework of typical diplomatic message 

formats employed in the countries using Chinese characters in East Asia.
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